Livestock Transportation Emergency Response Plan
Introduction:
Even though the goal of each transporter is to get the animals to their destination safely

and in a timely manner, risk factors do exist with each load transported . Transporters
must not only make themselves aware of these risk factors, but they must also be
familiar with this plan, to be prepared if an accident should occur. By being prepared, the
transporter will be able to respond in an effective manner and lessen the impact of the
'':'

delay or accident on the animals and on themselves.
Transporter's responsibilities:
In the event of an emergency, transporters have a responsibility towards the animals,

company and the public.
These responsibilities include:
8

Being aware and prepared to handle emergencies .

•

Ensuring the transporter's personal safety and an awareness of public safety.

"

Responding to the situation professionally.

"

The well-being and humane treatment of the animals.

e

The protection of company property (e.g. the animals, equipment) .

"

Projecting a positive perception of the company.

8

Follow all actions and notifications contained in this plan.

EMERGENCY PLANS FOR DELAYS:
Ideally, pigs will arrive at their destination in a timely manner with minimal added stress. Unfortunately, during the
movement of pigs, many situations can arise that can cause a load to be delayed. These delays can include: weather,
traffic issues, motor vehicle accidents, road condition, mechanical breakdowns or plant shutdowns. Remember, the goal
of everyone involved in the scheduling process (farm, transporter, receiving plant and dispatcher) is to minimize the
time that pigs must remain on a trailer.
PREVENTION:
Some delays can be avoided if the transporter is prepared ahead of time.
* Investigate the travel route before departure to determine if road construction is in progress.
* Check the weather conditions on the planned route.
* Inspect the truck and trailer before each trip and repair any issues before the trip. Insure repairs were
performed adequately.
*Check local traffic and road conditions.
PREPAREDNESS:
Transporters need to be prepared for what they will do in the event of a delay.
* Understand company policy in the case of a delay.
*Become familiar with alternate routes.
* Use contact numbers contained within this plan, keep all concerned informed at all times.
* Have tools/parts for minor repairs.
IFA DELAY OCCURS:
* The well-being and the safety of the animals must be considered at all times. It is the transporters
responsibility to do his/her best to keep the animals comfortable and safe .
* During the delay, the transporter must constantly monitor the comfort and condition of the pigs.
* The transporter must contact the appropriate company personnel contained in this plan .
* In case of mechanical breakdown estimate the length of time repairs will take in relation to factors affecting
the pigs. A replacement tractor or trailer may need to be sent or obtained.
* In the instance of a plant shut down, keep in contact with the plant personnel to determine the appropriate
course of action.
ACCIDENTS:
PREPARATION:
In order to be properly prepared for an accident, each transport vehicle should contain the following:
*This plan which contains emergency contact phone numbers.
* Insurance information.
*Emergency warning devices.
*Camera
*Fire extinguisher
*Spill kit
*First aid kit
IN THE EVENT OF AN ACCIDENT:
If uninjured and able to do so, the transporter should:
* Call 911- advise the operator of:
The location of the accident.
The fact that you have animals on board.
Status of any loose animals.
Any known hazards.

IN THE EVENT OF AN ACCIDENT: cont'd
*Set out emergency warning devices.
* Call company contacts listed in this plan.
* If the trailer is damaged and pigs are loose, herd any loose pigs as far away from traffic as possible
and gather them in one area.
* Provide as much comfort to the animals as possible.
*Take photos and record names and addresses of the people involved or witnesses of the accident.
Photos should include the overall accident scene, the road conditions, vehicle damage,
trailer position, skid marks and any other pertinent pictures that would be informative.
*Release statements only to people of authority.
*When first responders arrive, advise them of the accident details, any human injuries, the status of
the animals and any known hazards.
*Inform the authorities that the company has been notified and is working within our emergency
action plan.
HANDLING THE ANIMALS:
Equipment Needed:
* Pliers, wire cutters and post pounder
* Sawzall with extra metal cutting blades
*Gloves
*Cutting boards
* Bolt gun and supplies
*Snares
*Winch to aid dead animal removal
*Fencing, posts and tie wire
*Trailer(s), back hoe (or similar) and loading chute
On accident scene (experienced animal handlers preferred)
*Herd animals away from traffic.
* Build temporary corral using t-posts, fencing and tie wire. Use the trailer as one side of the corral
if possible and provide a narrow area to load the pigs onto a rescue trailer.
*Cut the trailer open using the Sawzall minimizing cutting.
*Load live animals on the rescue trailer(s).
*Remove any dead animals to an accessi9ble location, preferably out of public view.
After clean up, provide the following information to the Transportation coordinator:
*Location of accident
*Side turned down
*Trucking company
* Load destination
* Number of pigs on the truck
* Loading location
*Temporary staging area pigs were taken
*Number of pigs alive
*Number of pigs killed or euthanized
*Names of all who assisted with rescue

EMERGENCY COf\JT/\CT INFORMATION
Unit Name/Location;

Premises 10#:

Owner/Operator Name:

Phone Number:

Site Manager Name:

Phone Number:

Unit Address:

Site Capacity

Directions to Site:

Rescue/ Ambulance:
Hospital/Clinic:
Veterinarian:
Fire Department:
Police/Sheriff:
Animal Abuse Hotline:

